The Homeland Security Digital Library (HSDL) is the nation’s premier repository of policy related documents on homeland security. It is organized to support local, state and federal decision-making and analysis and structured to assist scholars and academics in homeland security research.

http://www.hSDL.org

The HSDL is the gateway to a wide range of authoritative resources on the subject of homeland security.

- **RESOURCES:** Search through the HSDL collection comprised of thousands of resources reviewed and selected by a professional staff of librarians and subject-area specialists.

- **BROWSE TOPICS:** Browse numerous subject categories to find materials specific to your homeland security research needs.

- **QUICK LINKS REFERENCE PAGE:** Direct access to important U.S. policy documents, presidential directives, national strategy documents, major laws, and CRS and GAO reports.

- **DATABASES:** Save time and research effort by *simultaneously* searching multiple databases and journals – using SeekOnce.

- **ON THE HOME FRONT NEWS & REPORTS:** Links to newly released reports, breaking news stories about trends and transitions in homeland security – updated daily.

- **EVENTS & CONFERENCES:** For professional development opportunities, view dates and links to current & up-coming homeland security related conferences and events.

- **THESES & RESEARCH REPORTS:** View cutting edge homeland security-related theses and research reports produced at the Naval Postgraduate School.

“Securing the Homeland through the Power of Information”

For information about access to the HSDL email us at hSDL@nps.edu
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